**RULES OF REGISTRATION**

**BREED NAME:**

PERSIAN

**ALLOWABLE OUTCROSS BREEDS:**

NONE

**BREED CODES:**

01

**BCS CODE SERIES:**

| 0100, 1000, 1100, 1300, 1400 – no colorpointed background | 3000, 3100, 3200, 3300, 3400 – colorpointed and CPC |

**PEDIGREE REQUIREMENTS** (last date showing is current):

| Date: 05/16 | 8 generations | Date: |

**FOREIGN-CAT REQUIREMENTS** (if different from above):

Date:  
Date:  

**DO NOT REGISTER AS PERSIAN:** Any cat with a parent having an Exotic prefix.

(02/12) Register as LH Exotic:

LH Exotic X LH Exotic offspring  
LH Exotic X Persian offspring

**REGISTER AS AOV:**

Colors not accepted for championship status

**DO NOT ACCEPT** (cat to be registered or cats in background):

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Spotted tabby</th>
<th>Ticked tabby</th>
<th>Cinnamon</th>
<th>Fawn</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Shorthair</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**SIGNIFICANT ACCEPTANCE DATES:**

| Registration: | Effective: 1906 Persian  
Effective: 12/57 Himalayan |
| Provisional: | Effective: |
| Championship: | Effective: |

**LH Exotics:**

Effective: 05/09 LH Exotics in recognized Persian colors only accepted in competition in Persian color classes.

**REGISTRATION PREFIXES (COLORS):**

| 0054 PERSIAN FOR BREEDING ONLY | 0104 PERSIAN ODD-EYED WHITE |
| 0056 PERSIAN FOR BREEDING ONLY | 0106 PERSIAN BLUE |
| 0100 PERSIAN BLUE-EYED WHITE | 0108 PERSIAN BLACK |
| 0102 PERSIAN COPPER-EYED WHITE | 0110 PERSIAN RED |
3198 PERSIAN AOV SILVER-GOLDEN 3350 PERSIAN SHADED BLUE-CREAM
3199 PERSIAN LILAC-CREAM LYNX POINT 3352 PERSIAN SHELL BLUE-CREAM
3240 PERSIAN CHOC-TORTIE LYNX POINT 3354 PERSIAN CREAM SILVER TABBY
3242 PERSIAN LILAC-CREAM POINT 3356 PERSIAN SHELL CREAM
3244 PERSIAN TORTIE LYNX POINT 3358 PERSIAN SHADED CREAM
3246 PERSIAN CHOCOLATE-TORTIE LYNX POINT 3360 PERSIAN CALICO SMOKE
3248 PERSIAN BLUE-CREAM LYNX POINT 3362 PERSIAN DILUTE CALICO SMOKE
3250 PERSIAN SEAL LYNX POINT 3366 PERSIAN CREAM SILVER TBY-WHITE
3252 PERSIAN CHOCOLATE LYNX POINT 3370 PERSIAN CHOCOLATE CALICO SMOKE
3254 PERSIAN SEAL POINT 3372 PERSIAN LILAC CALICO SMOKE
3256 PERSIAN SEAL POINT 3374 PERSIAN BLUE CHINCHILLA GOLDEN
3258 PERSIAN SEAL POINT 3376 PERSIAN BLUE SHADED GOLDEN
3260 PERSIAN SEAL POINT 3394 PERSIAN AOV SMOKE/SHADED
3262 PERSIAN SEAL POINT 3396 PERSIAN AOV BI-COLOR
3264 PERSIAN SEAL POINT 3420 PERSIAN SHELL CAMEO-WHITE
3266 PERSIAN SEAL POINT 3422 PERSIAN SHELL CREAM-WHITE
3270 PERSIAN SEAL POINT 3424 PERSIAN SHELL CALICO
3276 PERSIAN SEAL POINT 3426 PERSIAN SHELL DILUTE CALICO
3278 PERSIAN SEAL POINT 3428 PERSIAN SHELL CHOCOLATE CALICO
3288 PERSIAN SEAL POINT 3430 PERSIAN SHELL LILAC CALICO
3292 PERSIAN SEAL POINT 3450 PERSIAN SHADED CAMEO-WHITE
3294 PERSIAN SEAL POINT 3452 PERSIAN SHADED CREAM-WHITE
3296 PERSIAN SEAL POINT 3454 PERSIAN SHADED CALICO
3298 PERSIAN SEAL POINT 3456 PERSIAN SHADED DILUTE CALICO
3334 PERSIAN SEAL POINT 3458 PERSIAN SHADED CHOC CALICO
3336 PERSIAN SEAL POINT 3460 PERSIAN SHADED LILAC CALICO
3338 PERSIAN SEAL POINT 3496 PERSIAN AOV PARTI-COLOR
3346 PERSIAN SEAL POINT 3498 PERSIAN AOV TABBY
3348 PERSIAN SEAL POINT

3334 PERSIAN BLUE SILVER TABBY
3336 PERSIAN BLUE SILVER PTCHE TBY
3338 PERSIAN BLUE SILVER TBY-WHITE
3346 PERSIAN BLUE SILVER PTCHE TBY-WHT
3348 PERSIAN OTHER CALICO